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Newsletter 
SNP Dumfries Branch East April 2013 

 
 

Hi folks. 

First I must apologies for the print error that gave the 

wrong date and place for the Constituency AGM.  

 

The 18th of September 2014 is our date with destiny, 

where we will vote for our freedom from a            

Westminster yolk and become a free and prosperous 

country that will be the pride of future generations. In 

order for that to happen we will have to work hard at 

persuading our family and friends of the benefits of a 

free country. I would ask that anyone who can spare 

the time to get in contact with Kerry our Yes         

campaign co-ordinator to offer your help (contact 

number/email address on page 5). 

 

I would like to remind you all that Maureen is taking 

bookings now for the Edinburgh Rally on 21st       

September. In order to book the coach she would like 

to have the numbers by the 1st of May this allows 

time to organize payments etc. Anyone wishing to go 

please contact Maureen on 01387 850418 or you can 

reach me at the email address /phone number below. 
 

Dispute committee will convene on 3rd May 2013 at 

the Birkhill Hotel. 
 

Contact Editor at: 
Email: cctomkinson@aol.com 

Phone: 01387 248320 

Deadline 

All reports, letters, items to be included in the next news-

letter must be submitted to the editor at the latest by the 

17th of May 2013 

 

  AGENDA 
 

SNP Dumfries East Branch  

 Meeting 
 

Monday, 29th April 2013, 7pm 

Moreig Hotel, Annan Road, Dumfries 

 
 

1. Members Present 

2. Apologies 

3. Minutes of March Branch Meeting 

4. Business arising therefrom 

5. Office bearers reports                       

(as in newsletter) 

6. Councillors’ Reports                         

(as in newsletter) 

7. Yes campaign day of action report. 

8. Future branch day of action? 

9. Report from Dumfriesshire           

Constituency Association. 

10. Resolution by Ronald Jardine  

11. AOCB 

12. Date and place of next meeting. 
 
 

 
 

Further Scheduled Meetings 
 

27th May 24th June   

 

 

 
Picture: Jane Barlow Scotsman  

Friday 22nd March2013 

 
 

Alex Salmond           

announced the date of 

Scotlands referendum.  

mailto:cctomkinson@aol.com
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Convenor: 
 

I didn't attend any of the parties to celebrate the demise of a former UK Prime Minister- truth to tell, I was far too busy 

attending to far more important matters.  On the other hand, I didn't watch the funeral on TV either- again, it was of no 

importance in my priorities.  Over the whole affair, the London media appears to have gone into collective insanity:  

amongst the bizarre claims made, one of the most absurd is that Margaret Thatcher single-handedly ended the Cold War 

and restored democracy to Eastern Europe.  This is delusional thinking at its worst:  it was the far-sighted Michael Gor-

bachev who made all that possible, and was nothing to do with the 'Iron Lady'. 
 

But while this woman was responsible for the destruction of Scottish industry, including the highly profitable        

Ravenscraig steel works, we should at least be grateful for one thing:  she re-awakened in the Scottish people the desire 

to do things our own way and to have our own parliament.  She re-awakened folk memories of resentment when bossy 

southerners like Edward 'Langshanks' and Henry V111 (called 'The English Nero' by the French) tried to tell us what to 

do.  And Thatcher never understood, even till her dying day, the resentment her attitude caused in Scotland, even more, 

I suspect, than her policies. 
 

This re-awakening of the Scottish conscientiousness of being different and the desire to do thinks differently from the 

rest of the UK has started us on the journey to independence.  For this, at least, we should be grateful to Margaret 

Thatcher, though, of course, she never intended that to happen. 
 

Secretary: 

The second attempt at holding a Constituency Association Meeting was quorate, just. 

The Disputes Committee meeting on Friday 3rd May has been confirmed.  The Disputes Committee will let us 

know the form of the meeting “in good time”. 
 

Treasurer: 
It has been a very quiet month for me as treasurer.  We took in collection money and paid for goods bought by Iain 

Rogers at conference, which means we have paid out more than we have taken in, so we have to be careful of funds. 
 

Organiser: 
I am presently involved in an attempt to establish better communications within the constituency and with our 

neighbours in the West and with national office. Very often information on forthcoming events does not seem to reach 

us in time and we often fail to participate in events and hearing visiting speakers. 

My involvement with the struggling constituency committee has resulted in my taking on (temporarily!) it’s              

convenorship. Part as my job as Dumfries East Branch Organiser is to encourage other members to become more      

involved and thus if anyone has any suggestions or offers of help I would be most pleased to hear from them. 
 

Political Education Officer : 
 

Margaret Thatcher's passing has been little lamented in Scotland, and for good reason. She inflicted the same miseries 

on the Scots as she inflicted on everyone else - attacks on working families, deliberate dismantling of social supports 

(she famously claimed that "there is no such thing as society"), attacks on organised labour and the trade unions - the 

familiar catalogue. She managed with what her supporters call her resolve and strength - but which I call her            

stubbornness and ruthlessness - to take us back generations and undo the social progress of decades. In the 1920s and 

1930s, it was the toffs and spivs who ran Britain, and ordinary working families had a hard time of it. After the second 

world war - and to be fair, much of the credit has to go to Clement Attlee's Labour government - the toffs and the spivs 

and the rack-rent landlords and the dodgy bankers were held in check, and the National Health Service (created by Nye 

Bevan against ferocious opposition in 1948) and other profoundly important social support legislation came into being. 

What Thatcher managed to do during her reign of terror was to give most of the gain back to the toffs and spivs and 

speculators, and that's where her successors like Osborne and Cameron intend to continue the giving. Everything she 

did was confrontational and controversial. Some supporters think that she was a great war leader in the Falklands, but 

my personal view is that she was an unbalanced megalomaniac and that the sinking of the Belgrano remains a war crime 

for which she should have been brought to trial. But the single measure that incensed Scots more than any other was her 

deliberate and calculated decision to "try out" the iniquitous Poll Tax on the people of Scotland a whole year before  

inflicting it on the rest of Britain. It was justly condemned as an unfair, unprincipled and unworkable tax, but what 

really stung was that she considered the Scottish people so unimportant that she was willing to experiment on us. If it all 

went wrong, it would be only the rebellious and insignificant Scots who would suffer. If David Mundell ever wonders 

why he's the only Tory MP in Scotland, he doesn't have to look much further than Margaret Thatcher's legacy of        

indifference and contempt for the people of Scotland, which Scots will neither forget nor forgive for a very long time. 

When David Cameron said recently, "We're all Thatcherites now," he was not including the people of Scotland. 
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Andrew Wood: 

 
Pleased to report that on doing my community council meetings, I have now managed to get action being taken in the northern part 

of my ward, on dog fouling. This is becoming an ever increasing problem and totally unnecessary if dog walkers were only to give 

some consideration to other users of our streets and open areas. There is nothing more infectious and dangerous for children to get on 

their shoes and hands, or for mothers with buggies and prams getting the wheels contaminated. I further fail to understand the     

mentality of those who do use plastic bags, only to dispose of by throwing over into the hedge or nearest shrubbery. 

 

Pot holes are being sorted, though possibly not at the speed to suit all who have and continue to bring this problem to my attention. 

The reality is that our roads are in an ever increasing spiral of deterioration and our new system of first time permanent repair adds to 

the delay in getting around all the roads requiring attention. 

 

Delighted to report an excellent EMI report on Wallace Hall Academy with consistent top marks throughout the whole report, all of 

which is no surprise but does add assurance that this school continues unabated in delivering diverse and quality education,           

embracing curriculum for excellence, as our Scottish Government intended. 

 

Hopefully we have now seen the worst of our winter past and can inform you that the last heavy fall and drifting snow cost well over 

£1.5million, proving to be one of our most expensive weeks in winter services, although I can further report that our Scottish      

Government is going to meet the largest part of those costs incurred. 

 

I am sure that some of you will have read my letter highlighting our local MSP and her failure to support concessionary travel and 

was surprised to note in her response that she is un-aware of her own Labour parties cuts commission. What a strange situation, as 

not only is Elaine Murray the transport spokesperson, she must also be Johann Lamont’s cabinet, who is credited with establishing 

the Labour cuts commission. 

 

Finally my last piece of news is deeply concerning as it could well have a devastating effect on job security in Upper Nithsdale. I 

have recently had a paper put across my desk which highlights the intention of the Office of the Rail Regulator, accountable to  

Westminster, is intent on imposing charges of £4,04p per ton, per mile for transporting all coal utilizing the rail network. 

This is to be introduced in 2014 and Keir Mining have already indicated that they will close shop if this happens. I will be writing to 

both Fergus Ewing and the Rail Regulator , to express my concerns on such a punitive charge on an industry which is already    

struggling to survive. 

 

Before I end I would like to put out an appeal for assistance with the YES campaign, as I intend to work with Joan McAlpine MSP in 

Sanquhar and Kirkconnel over the weekend of April the 27th – 28th and would welcome all who are maybe free or has the fire in their 

belly to fight for independence, to contact either Joan or myself to confirm their availability.  
 

Wishing you all the very best and an Independent Scotland. 

Andrew 
 

Alastair Witts: 

 
In spite of not so many 'main' council meetings this month I have still been kept very busy.  When the days lengthen I 

switch my surgeries from Saturday mornings to Thursday and Friday evenings, and this seems to increase the number of 

people who come to see me.  There have also been more invitations to speak at school councils about the 'Learning 

Town' proposals, which are concerning a lot of parents and teachers. 

 

On 22nd March I attended a COSLA (Convention of Scottish Local Authorities) meeting in Edinburgh, deputising for 

Cllr Iain Dick, who couldn't get out of Newton Stewart because of the snowstorms.  Health Minister Alex Neil was a 

guest of the Convention and on good form, not at all phased by the 'pointy' questions from Labour councillors like 

Gordon Matheson of Glasgow.  Edinburgh was freezing cold but clear of snow, so I got back to Dumfries all right, just 

in time to catch the last bus home to New Abbey before the road closed! 

 

The Full Council papers for the meeting on 28th March ran to 600 pages- mostly 'bumf' of minutes and utterly boring.  

The most interesting part of the meeting from my point of view was that I fell out with some of our Conservative 

'partners'.  There's not enough space to give you the full details!  The other main council meeting I attended was 

Nithsdale Area Committee, giving out grants to organisations.  The bad news is that the money is all gone! 
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Once again it has been a busy month! I hope that, like me, 

many of you had the opportunity to attend Spring          

Conference in Inverness to hear the First Minister set out 

his reasons for the ‘Why of Independence’ – and a renewed 

commitment to mitigate the worst effects of the bedroom 

tax by ensuring that SNP controlled councils will not evict 

tenants for arrears. 

Referendum Campaign Director, Angus Robertson MP also 

spoke to conference to update members on the campaign, as 

did Yes Scotland Director Blair Jenkins. Both men         

emphasised the sheer number of undecided voters. This 

represents a huge chance for us, but also lays out how much 

work there is to do over the coming 18 months in order to 

grasp this opportunity. 

The upcoming national weekend of action on the 27th-28th 

of April organised by Yes Scotland provides us all with the 

chance to get involved and start laying the ground work for 

a historic win in 2014. It is absolutely vital that we take 

advantage of these opportunities to get out on the door steps 

and make the positive case for independence. Further     

information about the weekend of action can be obtained 

from Branch Yes officer, Kerry Willacy. 

I recently attended the launch of the Dumfries and         

Galloway Third Sector Interface, which I wish to make you 

all aware of. The organisation aims to encourage third    

sector organisations in Dumfries and Galloway to work  

together - on issues such as funding and communication 

with decision makers - for the benefit of the community. 

Membership has already passed the 100 mark, and I wish 

the organisers all the best with their new endeavour, which 

has been a long time in the making. 

In other parliamentary business, I recently welcomed     

satirist and impressionist, Rory Bremner to the parliament 

for a tour and an interview with myself. ‘Rory goes to 

Holyrood’ will be broadcast on the BBC later this year and 

I urge you to look out for it! 

I was honoured to speak in a debate on Iraq in the Scottish 

Parliament on the tenth anniversary of the invasion - despite 

Labour’s attempts to block it. During my speech I reflected 

on the lack of moral authority Tony Blair’s government had 

to lead this country into an illegal war and the importance 

of independence as a safeguard against this ever happening 

again. 

Last but not least, I was recently delighted to take up    

membership of the parliamentary Cross Party Group on 

learning disability. This is a subject close to my heart and I 

look  forward to working to put learning disability on the 

agenda of the Scottish parliament. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Across Dumfries and Galloway the effects of the heavy snow 

and freezing temperatures that hit the region a few weeks ago 

are still being felt. The efforts of all our emergency workers, 

Council staff, mountain rescue teams and volunteers to try and 

keep the region going, rescue people stuck in the snow or take 

people into hospital are commendable. I greatly appreciated 

their efforts in very difficult conditions. I also welcome the 

Scottish Government’s support to refund the costs incurred by 

the Council in its emergency response, which was confirmed 

in answer to a question I put to the Transport Minister during 

parliamentary topical questions. 
 

The Government’s support for the region was underlined   

further by the recent visit of the Rural Affairs Cabinet        

Secretary, Richard Lochhead, to High Barlay farm near    

Gatehouse where we met a young tenant farmer who had lost a 

third of his lambs. During that visit Richard and I were able to 

see for ourselves the devastating impact the severe snowfall 

has had on our local farmers, coinciding as it so tragically did 

with lambing and causing very significant losses. In addition 

to meeting farmers from Lochfoot, Portpatrick and New Luce 

we also spoke with officials from NFU Scotland about the 

Government’s recent assistance of £500,000 to help farmers 

with the cost of collecting fallen stock and what more can be 

done to help those farmers worst hit by the severe weather. It 

was important to hear their concerns and see what we can do 

to help. 
 

Following Richard’s visit, I was pleased to welcome the     

Justice Secretary, Kenny MacAskill to Summerhill           

Community Centre to open a new outdoor gym facility. This 

was constructed with the help of people undertaking           

community payback orders and was funded by the             

Government’s Cashback for Communities initiative. It will be 

a fantastic community asset for Summerhill. I also met some 

of the youngsters keen to get a Summerhill football team off 

the ground and learned more about Summerhill’s land art   

project. 
 

Over the next few days I am looking forward to welcoming 

our Culture Secretary, Fiona Hyslop, to Galloway where she 

will be launching both the new Environmental Arts Festival at 

Clatteringshaws Dam and Creative Scotland’s Place           

Partnership at the Catstrand in New Galloway as well as visit-

ing various local art and theatre projects in Creetown, Castle 

Douglas and Dumfries.  
 

Across in Stranraer we will be welcoming the Deputy First 

Minister, Nicola Sturgeon, who is there to chair the joint   

Government/Council Task Force that was set up at the end of 

2011 to take forward the economic regeneration of Stranraer 

following the move of Stena from Stranraer. We are working 

extremely hard in Stranraer to deliver a number of              

regeneration projects and attract in new business investment.  
 

Yes Stewartry has been out and about campaigning in Castle 

Douglas and Dalbeattie with more days of action planned. Yes 

Wigtownshire is planning a launch meeting in Stranraer next 

month with guest speaker Dennis Canavan already confirmed 

and other days of action taking place in Newton Stewart at the 

end of April.  
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Wee Jokes 
A thoughtful Husband 
Did you hear about the thoughtful Scotsman who 

was heading out to the pub? 

He turned to his wee wife before leaving and said, 

‘Jackie - put your hat and coat on lassie.’ She    

replied, ‘awe Iian that’s nice - are you taking me to the pub with 

you?’ 

‘Nah, just switching the central heating off while I’m oot.’ 

 

Hostile Natives 
MacTavish visited London for his annual holiday and stayed at a 

large hotel. However, he didnae feel that the natives were 

friendly. 

‘At 4o’clock every morning,’ he told a friend, ‘they hammered 

on my bedroom door, on the walls, even on the floor and ceiling. 

Och, sometimes they hammered so loud I could hardly hear   

myself playing the bagpipes.’ 

 

 

 

Cullen Skink 
Ingredients: 
 

1. 1lb (450g) Smoked Haddock Fillet                (un

-dyed haddock) 

2. 2tbsp Parsley Chopped 

3. 2oz (50g) unsalted   but-

ter 

4. 1 onion finely chopped 

5. 1lb floury potatoes 

6. 2 pints (900ml) milk 

 

Methods: 

1. Start by chopping the onion. Then melt the but-

ter in a saucepan and gently frying the onion 

until soft, but not brown. About 10 minutes. 

2. While this is going on, peel potatoes and cut 

into ½ in cubes. When the onion is cooked, add 

the milk to the pan, bring to the boil and then 

add diced potatoes. Bring back to the boil and 

simmer until the potatoes are cooked. About 20 

minutes. 

3. Add the smoked haddock to the soup, and leave 

to simmer for about 5 to 7 minutes until just 

cooked. Remove the haddock fillet and put on 

the side until it has cooled a little, then flake it 

roughly, discarding any skin or bones. 

4. Crush some of the potatoes against the side of 

the pan in order to thicken the soup slightly. Re-

turn the flaked haddock to the soup, and add the 

parsley and warm through. Taste the soup and 

add salt and pepper if you think it needs it. 

 

*       If you are feeling extravagant, you could also   

         Add a little double cream. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Since last month’s newsletter, the date of the referendum 

has been announced as Thursday 18th September 2014.  

 

The Yes Dumfriesshire event held on Saturday 16th 

March was well attended by around 35 people.            

Participants enjoyed talks from Joan McAlpine MSP, Pat 

Kane and Stan Blackley from Yes Scotland as well as 

taking part in a planning workshop. 

 

A number of outputs from this event are now available: 

 Copies of the slides used by Stan about the 

work of Yes Scotland 

 A Yes Dumfriesshire Strategy has also 

been developed using the outputs from the 

workshop. 

 A short Question and Answer document 

(double sided A4 single sheet) produced 

by Yes Scotland to share with others as an 

Introduction to Yes Scotland 

 A longer, more detailed Question and   

Answer document which provides        

detailed answers to all the questions raised 

during the event 

 Examples of canvassing materials 

To get electronic copies of any or all of these documents, 

please email me at the address below. 

 

The first Ambassador Training Train the Trainer Sessions 

are happening at long last at the end of April and I will be 

attending the first session in Glasgow. Thereafter, I’ll be 

organising local training sessions to allow everyone who 

is interested to take part in the Ambassador Training  

Programme. Again if you are interested, please let me 

know at the email address below. 

 

We are also setting up a new Yes Dumfriesshire        

Committee to look at planning the on-going Yes      

Dumfriesshire activities. If you would like to take part in 

this group, please get in touch. 

 

I have copies of the new Fairer Scotland leaflet from Yes 

Scotland. If you would like copies to share with family, 

friends, neighbours and acquaintances let me know. We 

will also be organising some leafleting activities soon 

and if you would be able to give up a few hours of your 

time to take part in a leafleting drive, please let me know. 

 

The new contact email address is:  

yesdumfriesshire@gmail.com Please contact me with any 

questions or if I can assist in any way. 

 

Kerry Willacy 

Email: kerrywillacy@me.com 

Phone: 07894642284 

 
 

mailto:yesdumfriesshire@gmail.com
mailto:kerrywillacy@me.com
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Greed and Politics 
 

In Dumfries on 1650 seven people were accused of witchcraft, convicted, strangled 

at the stake and their bodies burned on the Whitesands. 

Among them was Elizabeth Maxwell and her daughter.  

Elizabeth was a wealthy widow.  Her husband, John    

Corsane had probably been the Provost of Dumfries.    

Certainly a John Corsane was provost from 1630 until 

1644, but it is not clear that Elizabeth’s husband was the 

same John Corsane.  The main accusation against her was 

made by the widow of her stepson, Adam Corsane and 

was that she had killed him and three of his children by 

witchcraft. Other accusations of Elizabeth were more   

fanciful.  A William Gledstains said he had seen her riding 

on a cat and leading two others. He went home and felt 

very ill next morning. The evidence suggests a night’s 

heavy drinking followed by a hangover. 
 

Elizabeth had the liferent of her husband’s property.  

When she died the money would come to Adam Corsane’s 

surviving child and, of course, to her own daughter, so her 

daughter was also accused. 
 

There was more to the accusation than greed, however.  

Elizabeth and, presumably her daughter were Catholics. 

She was the sister of the first Earl of Nithsdale and 1650 

was the year when Charles I was executed. The Presbytery 

wanted to make an example of her as warning to other 

Catholic families such as the Herries.  Indeed Elizabeth 

was excommunicated in 1647 along with the Countess of 

Nithsdale, Lord and Lady Herries and thirty others.  The 

continuing staunch Catholicism of many of the aristocrats 

and commoners around Dumfries was a thorn in the flesh 

of the local ministers. 
 

Also accused at the same time was Jonet or Janet       

Dicksone who may also have been Catholic.  One of the 

accusations against was that ten years old. 

Submitted by : Isobel M Gibson 

 

              
 

Tae a Bowl O’Oats 
 

O bowl o’ oats ye look sae guid, 

Ye are the finest tastin’ fid. 

Better far than yon McChicken, 

Even tho’ it’s finger lickin. 
 

Tastier tae than ‘Tucky fry, 

And ither morsels ye may try. 

Burgers, Hotdogs and their ilk, 

Mak purrich taste as smooth as silk. 
 

Funny hoo the young folks noo, 

Wid rather eat some minced up coo. 

Oan a bun wi cheese oan tap, 

Or wie French fries oan a soggy bap. 
 

The lazy, uncouth modern man, 

Wid rather eat oot o’ a can. 

In a hurry, runnin’ late, 

Zap it, stick it oan a plate. 
 

The young yins noo they don’t ken nuthin, 

Wi rubbish their faces they are stuffin. 

They really don’t ken whit guid fid is, 

‘Cos purrich surely’s jist the biz.  
 

 

A Joiner Rediculed 
 

Ah thought ad pen this quick wee ryme 

Aboot oor meet at breakfast time 

Ye sat there wi’ yer toil an strife 

An talked aboot yer working life 

An a’ the places ye had been  

An a’ the sichts that ye hid seen 

Cyprus, Thailand and lands like these 

And don’t forget the Antipodes                                
 

Ye sat there mon an ye slagged me rotten 

An’ said ma name wid be hard forgotten 

Well let me tell ye that is fine 

Co’s when ye’ve shooders broad as mine 

Ye let the smart yins tak their whack 

An it disnae hurt ma big broad back 

Ye thocht it’d hurt me tae the core 

But man a’ve heard it a’ before 
 

We’re both part of a great proud nation 

Enjoyin oor wee bit “Greek” vacation 

So - as Wee Rabbie said the clever swine 

Gie’s yer haun – Here’s yin o’ mine 
 

Submitted By: Susan Creasey  

Scottish Quotes and Sayings 
 

A friend to all is a friend to none. 

Fair words won’t make the pot boil. 

It is said all Scots have a sense of                   

humour-because it is a free gift! 

A bad wound may heal but a bad name will kill. 

He that counts all costs will never put plough in 

the earth.  
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Scots have nothing to lose going the ‘indy’ route 

by Iain Robertson 

Special To The Japan Times 

Mar 22, 2013  

 

GLASGOW, SCOTLAND – Yes. The country is financially stronger than the United Kingdom as a whole and its people desire a 

government very different from the one sitting at the Westminster Parliament, London. 

Under the current devolved settlement, Scotland has a parliament sitting in Holyrood, Edinburgh, which controls a paltry 16 percent 

of the country’s tax base. The game-changing economic and social policy levers remain in the hands of the U.K. government, leav-

ing Scotland unable to properly tackle some of its social ills or take full advantage of its many natural resources. 

Scotland’s union with England and the other parts of the U.K. is not offering Scots the best option. The current political landscape 

across the nations of the U.K. is one where Westminster is controlled by a Conservative-Liberal coalition government that was 

roundly rejected by Scottish voters at the last election; just one Conservative member of Parliament hails from a seat north of the 

border. 

London makes the crucial decisions and, unsurprisingly, makes them in the interests of the city and its surrounding area. It places 

little importance on improving the social and economic well-being of Scotland. Those who say no to independence will be guaran-

teeing a continuation of this sorry state of affairs. 

Scotland should no longer allow a distant parliament governed by political parties it didn’t vote for to dictate the country’s future 

path. And the idea, promoted by many newspapers and British state television, that Scotland survives on handouts from London and 

gets far too many “freebies” is not just incorrect, it is divisive. 

Recent figures revealed in “The Government Expenditure and Revenue Scotland 2011-12 Report” show that, rather than enjoying 

handouts, Scotland is paying more money in tax than it receives in U.K. public spending, to the tune of around £863 per head of its 

population. 

Newspapers the length and breadth of the U.K. continue to run baseless front-page scare stories about independence. What many of 

these failing newspapers make clear is that the so-called “union” of countries is viewed by London as being one they control. 

As for the wording of the referendum question “Should Scotland be an independent country?,” one Daily Telegraph newspaper col-

umnist wrote: “If the British government ‘allows’ this question to go forward, it deserves to lose.” 

Scots are very much the second-class citizens of the union, only independence can change this. Most newspapers in the U.K. are 

losing their influence though, as readers increasingly turn away from a printed press clearly biased on this subject, and look online 

for their news. 

This is especially true of the younger generation, who are using the Internet to access more balanced articles on Scottish independ-

ence. And the possible effects of this were highlighted in a recent opinion poll, where a majority of 18-24 year olds supported inde-

pendence. 

The democratic, economic and social inequalities being experienced in a Scotland tethered to a union designed to work for the bene-

fit of one constituent — England — can end next year if Scots back themselves and say yes to independence. Because energy-rich 

Scotland has the people, economy and social solidarity to chart its own course, for the benefits of all that choose to call the country 

home. 

There is even more to Scotland’s economic potential as an independent country than its booming oil and renewable energy indus-

tries. It has a number of world- class business sectors; including food and drink, life sciences and a first-class education system. 

Scotland has much to offer — both to itself and the world. 

For 40 years, Scotland’s oil and gas wealth has been used to prop up the U.K. economy and bankroll expensive infrastructure pro-

jects in London and the south of England. 

In return, Scots have witnessed the country’s manufacturing base destroyed and its social ills escalate. 

Glasgow, Scotland’s largest city, governed at a local level by the same political party — the increasingly rightwing and unionist 

Labour Party — for much of the last half century, has some of the worst mortality and child poverty rates in the developed world. 

The notion that the country will face some sort of biblical apocalypse if it becomes independent; as most Scottish and U.K. newspa-

pers seem to imply is unfounded and insulting. 

The business and economic case for Scotland being independent is strong. Of course there will be challenges but when things do go 

wrong, as they have been going for some time now, Edinburgh will have a sovereign parliament that can make decisions in the in-

terests of the people who voted them into power: the Scottish electorate. 

As Scots singer Eddie Reader retweeted: “indy (independence) gives us uncertainty with power, U.K. gives uncertainty without 

power.” 

According to most opinion polls, Scots trust Edinburgh’s Parliament a lot more than Westminster when it comes to acting in their 

best interests. 

So Scots should say yes next year to giving their Edinburgh Parliament the natural powers of independence needed to reroute the 

country onto a positive path and, crucially, bring democracy closer to the people. 

 

Iain Robertson is editor of Enterprising Energy magazine, and partner at Write Word International. 

 

Submitted by Cyril Mitchell 

 

Just goes to show the whole world is taking an interest in oor wee country. 

http://www.japantimes.co.jp/author/int-iain_robertson/
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Submitted by: Isobel Mary Gibson 

 

 

THE HERALD SATURDAY 9 MARCH 2013 

I EXPECT most people will share Derek Louden's             

bemusement at discovering that, in a referendum in 1905, 

the Norwegian people opted to run their own affairs rather 

than allow their larger, southerly neighbour to manage their 

resources and decide their national affairs                  

(Letters, March 8). 
 

Of course, they are, like Scotland, cursed with the burden of 

large North Sea oil resources and must now harbour  bitter 

regrets at that decision. If Up Pompeii's Senna the       

Soothsayer were Norwegian she would be running about 

wailing: "Woe, woe and thrice woe" (or whatever the      

Norwegian equivalent is). 
 

Then again there is the sage advice from massive            

Luxembourg warning Scotland against opting for             

independence. I now fully expect tiddlers like France and 

Germany to be clamouring to unite with, and be run by, the 

Grand Duchy.  
 

Incidentally, I wish Michael Moore had been around to   

advise me during my working life ("Scots '£824 richer' than 

rest of UK", The Herald, March 7). I was in a job where my 

remuneration was largely made up of commission and this 

made my monthly salary "volatile". I realise too late, since I 

am now retired, that it would have been better if my        

employers had paid my wages into my next-door 

neighbour's bank account rather than my own. 
 

Woe, woe and thrice woe. I now suffer the same sort of  

regrets the unfortunate citizens of Norway must feel. 
 

David C Purdie, 

12 Mayburn Vale,  

Scottish Inventions and Discoveries. 
 Canal Design: Thomas Telford (1757-1834) 

 Crane design: James Bremner (1784-1856) 

 Coal-Gas lighting: William Murdock (1754-1839) 

 Wave-powered electricity generator: Stephen Salter in 1977 

 Identifying the nucleus in the living cells: Robert Browen (1773-1858) 

 The MRI Body Scanner: John Mallard in 1980 

 The Hypodermic syringe: Alexander Wood (1817-1884) 

 Developing the first beta-blocker drugs: Sir James W. Black in 1964. 

Constituency Association AGM Meeting report 
 

The first attempt to hold this event was abandoned due to the meeting being inquorate. A second attempt on the 17th of April went 

ahead despite low attendance figures and an almost total predominance of  Dumfries East members. 
 

We were able to ratify the constituency accounts and elect a temporary committee. 
 

Officers: 

Convenor: Iain A Rogers 

Vice Convenor: Alastair  Witts 

Branch Organiser: Jim Mair 

(two officers were co-opted following a suggestion by Ronald Jardin)  

Secretary: Isobel M Gibson 

Tteasurer: June Wittts 

It was agreed that the next meeting be called for the: 15th of May at 7pm in the Moreig Hotel, Annan Road Dumfries. 
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Excerpts of important speeches : Taken from SNP Web Page 

First Minister Alex Salmond: 

 
On Thursday we announced the date of the independence referendum – Scotland’s date with destiny. 

My advisers told me that within a few minutes of making the announcement, I was “trending” in Edinburgh and 

Glasgow.  

Delegates, I was so disappointed – at first I thought they said I was “trendy” in Edinburgh and Glasgow! 

Well friends. Meet cool Eck fae Buchan. 

On 18 September 2014 we will have the opportunity to ensure that decisions about Scotland are taken by the people who 

care most about Scotland – the people who live and work here. 
Whether you are Yes, No – or like many at this stage a Dinnae Ken – we can all be proud that our nation is embarked on such an 

exciting journey in an impeccably democratic way. 

The 18th September 2014 is the day when every one of us will be asked to take the future of our country into our hands. 

And for years to come people will be asked to say by friends, neighbours, children and grandchildren to say how they voted on that 

day. And when that question comes, as come it will, let us make sure that each one of us can proudly say YES. 

I was one of those who voted by majority for a new future for Scotland.  

THE SOVEREIGNTY OF THE SCOTTISH PEOPLE IS IN OUR DNA. 
This moment – Scotland’s moment – was the life-work of dedicated servants of Scotland such as the much-missed Jimmy Halliday. 

When Jimmy led our party in the 1950s, a referendum to achieve an independent Scotland was just a dream – but one he never     

wavered from.  

And because we have always trusted the people, I believe they will put their trust in the Yes campaign on the 18th of         

September next year – and vote with those of us who want to build a prosperous economy and a just society. 
Friends – it is said that to govern is to choose but even more fundamental than that is to choose how you are governed. 

That is part of the WHY of independence. 
The US/UK invasion of Iraq was about non-existent weapons of mass destruction. 

Trident is Westminster’s ultimate vanity obscenity but now is entirely dependent on next year’s vote.  

Because, delegates, it’s now clear that the only way, the only way, we can finally remove these weapons of mass destruction 

is with a Yes vote for independence. 

THAT IS ALSO PART OF THE WHY OF INDEPENDENCE. 
Friends, I’m proud to lead a Government that has made the Scottish Parliament work for our people. That’s why the Scottish Social 

Attitudes survey showed that 71 per cent of people trust Holyrood to act in Scotland’s best interests – four-times more than trust 

Westminster. 

LABOUR – THE GREAT ABSTAINERS ON EVERYTHING - EXCEPT MINIMUM PRICING FOR ALCOHOL WHICH 

THEY OPPOSED! The SNP offer a different future. At Holyrood we will defend the social gains - policies such as free personal 

care and bus passes for our older folk – who have paid their taxes, powered our economy, raised the children, and deserve some-

thing back from society. That is what it means to be a society. 

AND THE ROCKS WILL MELT WITH THE SUN BEFORE WE ALLOW TORY OR LABOUR TO TAKE AWAY THE RIGHT 

TO FREE EDUCATION IN SCOTLAND. Our parliament delivers the policies that are right for Scotland, and reflect the views and 

votes of the people. 

That is the very prize and purpose of self-government. 
And if it is true in devolved areas, it is equally true in all areas of public life.  

That is the prize and purpose of an independent Scotland.  

That is part of the WHY of Independence. 
This is what we can achieve with a devolved Parliament. But devolution can only take Scotland so far. We don’t have the financial 

freedom to give us the biggest bang for our buck – to invest in areas where Scotland could make huge social and economic strides. 

So let us consider what more we could achieve in an independent Scotland. 

But I believe a transformational shift towards childcare should be one of the first tasks of an independent Scotland. 

That too is part of the why of independence 

Delegates, our opponents often say we cannot afford to be independent. I say Scotland can’t afford NOT to be independent. 
We can now look back and say that thanks to having a parliament, Scotland has a National Health Service worthy of the name, free 

education for young Scots, and personal care for our older citizens.  

None of these things exist south of the Border, and none would exist in Scotland today without self-government. 

I believe in ten years time we will look back and say that thanks to independence we will have a thriving economy, a welfare state 

worthy of the name, the best childcare system anywhere in these islands, and the obscenity of Trident nuclear weapons on the Clyde 

will be but a distant memory. 

Friends, the referendum for an independent Scotland is a precious opportunity – one given to no previous generation. We do not 

know if we will pass this way again. 

I believe Scotland will vote Yes next September – and give a renewed purpose to this old nation. 

A ‘new sang’ to sound a better Scotland. 
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Excerpts of important speeches : Taken from SNP Web Page 

Nicola Sturgeon: 
Delegates, I start today with some alarming news. It will come as a shock. You might believe that you are sitting in this hall listening to me now. 

But you are mistaken. It is my sad duty to inform you that you do not in fact exist. I know this because the Westminster government has said so. 

They commissioned a report to look at the Act of Union and it concluded that: “Scotland...was extinguished as a matter of international law.” 
 

Now, I concede that there have been times – Argentina 1978 springs to mind – when life would have been a little less painful if that were true. But 

it isn’t. We are a nation. A wonderful, rich, diverse country of many peoples and cultures. 

So for the benefit of the UK government, let us say it loudly and clearly. Scotland has not been extinguished. We never were and we never will be. 

And, delegates, next year - on the 18th September 2014 - we can make that clear to the whole world by voting “Yes” and taking our rightful place 

as an equal, independent member of the family of nations. 

Delegates, I want to set out today - to the people of this very real country - the reasons why independence for Scotland is necessary. Not just that 

we could be independent. But that we must be independent. If we are to build a better, more democratic, just and prosperous country for our chil-

dren to inherit, then let me tell you this - Independence is not optional. Independence is essential. The alternative is just more of the same. See-

sawing between UK governments with rosettes of different colours but policies that are virtually impossible to tell apart. UK governments that ill 

serve the interests of the Scottish people. A Labour, Tory, Liberal alliance that holds Scotland back. 

Delegates, These UK parties might well be better together. But I say we'd all be better off without them. Don't just take my word for it. Here's the 

words of two leading No campaigners - those brothers in arms, Alistair Darling and David Cameron. This is what they say the consequences will 

be if the No campaign gets its way and Scotland continues to be governed from Westminster. Mr Darling says that the policies of the Tories will 

cause “immeasurable damage” And Mr Cameron? He says Labour will “plunge us back into the abyss”. So there we have it. In their own words. If 

Scotland votes No and the Tories get back in, we are facing immeasurable damage. If Scotland votes No and Labour wins the next UK election we 

are heading for the abyss. Well, one of them must be right. 

Delegates, The serious point is this - if the leaders of the No campaign don't rate the options on offer from Westminster, why should the rest of us? 

Government from Westminster has had its day. It's time to govern ourselves. It's time to choose independence. 

Delegates, It is not independence Scotland can't afford. It is staying in the union that we simply cannot afford. 

With independence, we will be the eighth richest country on earth. And that's on day one - the starting point. That's without the job-creating pow-

ers of independence. Imagine what we could do with those powers. The powers to create more jobs. Better paid jobs. More jobs for women. The 

powers to attract more world class companies to invest in Scotland or to set up their headquarters her That's the potential of independence. So our 

job, our challenge, our obligation is to persuade our fellow Scots to grab it with both hands. Are you up for it? 

So for ourselves, for our children and for their children, let’s get to it. Let's seize this moment in history. 

Let's make it ours. Let's win our independence. 
 

John Swinny: 
Conference, this has been a momentous week. 

Almost 80 years after our party was formed; 14 years after the Scottish Parliament was created; six years after this party entered government – our 

aim of self-government took another massive step forward. 

Let me start with a truth that we have all patiently put forward for decades, a truth that will play a fundamental part in the decision made by the 

people of Scotland on September 18th 2014:“By international standards Scotland is a wealthy and productive country. There is no doubt that Scot-

land has the potential to be a successful independent nation.”That is a quote from a group of dispassionate and impartial economic experts who 

form the Fiscal Commission established by the First Minister. These independent onlookers have conducted one of the most thorough analysis of 

Scotland’s economy that has ever been undertaken. We know that quote to be true. Our job is to make sure our people share the confidence we 

have in Scotland. 

Scotland has strong foundations, perhaps some of the strongest from which any country has sought its independence. Our opponents will 

try to undermine the self-confidence of our people. We must never let that happen. 
Sustainable public finances require a growing economy. That is not on offer from the UK – not now, not any time soon. 

In eight days’ time, Scotland’s spending plans – democratically agreed by our own Parliament - will be cut as a result of George Osborne’s deci-

sions.  

Scotland needs investment—not cuts. That is the price of being part of the United Kingdom. 
The contrast with the record of the SNP government could not be clearer. 

For six years, we have delivered careful management of the public finances. 

We have balanced the Budget. We have lived within our means. But we have also restored free education, abolished prescription charges, safe-

guarded the NHS, secured pensioners’ bus passes. And, for the sixth year in a row, we have frozen the Council Tax. 

But to the people of Scotland I say, in all honesty, we cannot, within our limited powers and resources, fix every Westminster cut. To cre-

ate a fair and prosperous society we need the powers of independence. 
Over the past five years, Scotland has been in a relatively stronger fiscal position than the UK as a whole to the tune of £12.6 billion. And when we 

look further back, between 1980 and 2011, Scotland has run an average annual surplus equivalent to 0.2% of GDP, whilst the UK has run an aver-

age deficit of 3.2% of GDP. 

That’s the true picture Scotland’s books present. This country pays her way and has strong foundations for Independence. 
We are on the cusp of another great boom in the oil industry and our opponents are at it again; claiming it is all going to run out; pretending that oil 

is a problem instead of the opportunity that it truly represents. 

Conference our job is to make sure Scots are not duped out of our oil opportunity for a second time in our history. 

Our opponents only talk about what we “can’t do” never what we “can do”. Conference, our children don’t have time any longer for   

Scotland’s defeatists. We need to take control of our future. 
Every person struggling with the impact of poverty is a member of our society unable to play their full part in the economic life of our country. All 

this does is hinder our efforts to become a stronger and more successful nation where all have the opportunity to flourish. 

So our pledge to the people of Scotland is this. The point of Scotland is becoming independent is to give us the power to boost the economy 

and tackle inequality. That is what people can expect with Independence. 
With the momentous date in the diary, let’s get ready for a day when policies are no longer engineered in London and endured in Scotland.A day 

when we are no longer held back. Independence offers the people of Scotland the chance to make our country a wealthier, fairer, more sustainable 

place in which we can all to live. That is the bright future that lies ahead for our country. 
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Blair Jenkins, CEO, Scotland Yes: Taken from The Scots Independent Issue No 1010 April 2013 

 

   “We now know the date but we know more than just the date. We know that Westminster 

isn’t working for Scotland. We know that the people of Scotland are the best people to make 

the decisions about the future of  their country. We know that an independent Scotland 

would be one of the most prosperous countries in the world. 

   “We need to give people confidence in their country and their future. Next year we face the 

choice of two paths-making our own decisions and living by our own values, or continuing 

to be part of a system that attacks the vulnerable and produces huge inequalities of wealth 

and opportunity. 

   “We can re-imagine our country and the possibilities we have as a society. 

   “Most of us know that the really important things in life are worth fighting for; and an independent Scotland 

is worth all the effort. 

   “The point I made on my first day in this job remains true. If each of us who believes in independence for 

Scotland can convince just one other person in the next 18 months, then we win. I know I can do that. I know 

you can do that. I know Scotland will vote Yes in September 2014.” 

 

 

Dennis Canavan, Chair Scotland Yes: Taken from The Scots Independent Issue No 1010 April 2013 

 

Dennis Canavan, chairman of the Yes Campaign, was warmly welcomed to the SNP 

Spring Conference in Inverness. He opened his remarks by saying that if anyone had 

said a few years ago that he would be addressing an SNP Conference they would be told   

“In your dreams!” 

Dennis said his socialist DNA came through his grandfather who had come from Ireland 

to work in the pits, and he had joined the Labour Party to fight for social justice, the 

only organisation doing that. 

As to why he is now going for independence he said his experience of 26 years in   Westminster Parliament 

and 8 years in the Scottish Parliament had convinced him that Westminster neither knew nor cared for Scot-

land, and it was wrong that they continued to legislate for it. 

He said that Yes was a movement for people of all political persuasions and none, and that even if every     

person who had voted SNP in 2011 voted Yes then that would not be enough to win the Referendum. 

He concluded by saying he had been told that the Yes Campaign had a mountain to climb, to which his       

response was;” I like  climbing mountains”. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

On Saturday the 23rd and Sunday the 24th of march the SNP held it’s spring     

conference at the Eden Court Hotel in Inverness. I was happy to be the delegate for 

Dumfries East Branch and a number of branch members attended as visitors; these 

included Sitke Nalci, Yen Hongmejin and their daughter Lucy. We met many old 

friends from national office, other branches and our former MSP Mike Russell. 

 

The atmosphere was electric with one great speech after another, many bringing us to 

our feet in standing ovations; our leader was on top form as was his deputy Nichola 

and “Yes” campaign supporters such as Dennis Canavan and Blair Jenkins showed 

how far we had come in involving those who whilst not being SNP members are 

nonetheless in the for front of the fight for independence. 

 

Submitted by: Iain A Rogers 
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Questions Answers 

1. Visitation is a sculpture of the Virgin Mary by Sir Jacob Epstein is situated where?  

2. Over looking the Glenkiln Reservoir The King and Queen sculpture was made by which      

    Artist? 
 

3. Which year did Robert the Bruce die?  

4. In which Abbey was Robert the Bruce interred?  

5. In which year was the University of the West of Scotland created?  

6. Who was the father of David 11 of Scotland?  

7. In which town was the first officer of the Titanic William McMaster Murdoch born?  

8. Which famous Journalist and Television presenter was born in Dumfries?  

9. Room number 6 at the old county hotel was called after its famous guest. Who was he?  

10. When was Queen of the South founded?  

11. At which school in Dumfries was Sir Frank Williams of F1 motor sport educated?  

12. What is Scotlands most famous biscuit?  

13. What is a Forfar Bridie?  

14. Who invented the modern rear -wheel driven bicycle in 1839?  

15. Who was the famous pupil educated at Annan Academy?  

16. The tollbooth in Kirkcudbright held the hero of the American navy prisoner. What was       

      his name? 
 

17. Newton Stewart lies around which river?  

18. What are “The Honours of Scotland”?  

19. What is the name of the statue of a famous dog on Candlemaker Row in Edinburgh?  

20. What words are inscribed on the Scottish Parliamentary Mace? . 

 

 

Answers in May issue or contact the editor and she will email the answers out to you. 

Good Luck 
 

Answers to March Quiz:  
1. The Castle 2. Glasgow 3. Climbing mountains 4. Ben Nevis 5. Salted Smoked Haddock 6. Kenneth MacAlpine 7. Queen Anne   

8. Rosslyn Chapel 9. Glenfinnan Viaduct 10. Robert Burns 11. 1759 12. Scots Wha Hae  13. Brodick 14. Irvine  15.  University of 

the West of Scotland  16. Sir Alexander Fleming 17. Prestwick 18. Glenturret 19. Stirling 20. Morar 


